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Alchemy Art Studio was established in 2008 with a vision to promote rich

Indian Heritage and Culture for the export market. The handcrafted products

by small village craftsman who had the experience of generations but were

unrecognized and unappreciated were recognized by visionary Mr. Rakesh, who

is the founder of Alchemy Art Studio. The sole purpose of the organization was

to create an experience for people all around the world to have at least one

commodity from our rich heritage in their home. 

Started with Handcrafted products including Carpets, Artificial Jewellery and

Decor products, the range was rapidly increased to 20+ product categories

among which was the Hand Poured Candles, curated and crafted in India.

Alchemy Art Studio is one of the leading manufacturer and exporter of Scented

Candles, Diffusers, Glass Containers, Ceramic Containers and other

accessories in India since 2014. With a team of 20+ experienced professionals

including Perfumers with an experience of more than 15 years, Alchemy has

taken over the fragrance control of more than 40+ countries primarily in Asia-

Pacific, Europe and US Region.

With a decade of experience in this sector, Alchemy is one of the rare

manufacturers in India which provides internationally certified Candles to

Importers, Retailers & Wholesalers throughout the globe.  

Our candles are 100% manufactured, poured and curated in the capital of India

i.e. New Delhi. 

OUR STORY

"A candle is a small flame that can light up a dark room, or a tiny hope that can

conquer despair."

   - Alchemy Art Studio

https://www.alchemyartstudio.in/
mailto:info@alchemyartstudio.in
https://join.skype.com/invite/uPenNXG9Eges
http://wa.link/r3cbwe
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What do we do?

We create magic! 

With a team of 20+ professionals and 70+ craftsman and state of the art
manufacturing facility in India. Alchemy produces 6 digit candles everyday

which are intended to serve Residentials, Hotel Industry, Aromatherapy,
Commercial Spaces & related industries.

Procurement of Raw Material

We procure the purest form of wax from the
core raw material supplier in India which is free
of additives. All the candles that are exported
contains the wicks which are imported from

Germany and are complying to the standards
and norms laid down by NCA, USA (National

Candle Association).

Manufacturing of Containers/Jars

Alchemy manufactures different type of
containers that matches the client’s demand.

The designs evolves and are reviewed in every 6
months to keep up with the market trends. In
this decade we have manufactured more than

2000 designs for our clients. Our in house
molding machines ensure highest quality of jars

and a cost effective one stop solution.
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R&D for Scents & Fragrances

Fragrance is subjective. With the years of
research and understanding the essence of

scents, Alchemy has a dedicated team of
Perfumers who curates the fragrances that

aligns with the demands of our clients. The oils
are procured from the best skilled artisans and

distillers within India. Only then the perfect
blend is created.

Assembling & Blending

We follow a 7 step process to assemble the
Candle. Firstly, with our Industrial Heaters,

raw wax is heated at the specified
temperature which ensures sustainability

and consistency in burning hours. The wicks
are centered in the containers which

ensures balance burning without creating a
puddle. The concentration of the wax and
essence oil  is as per Industry Standards. 

What makes us different from other manufacturers in India?

As of 2023, India consists of Thousands of Small & Medium size Candle
Manufacturers. What differentiates Alchemy is the cost effective strategy we

follow. We are one of the selective manufacturer in India which produces these
Candles in Bulk and have the capacity of manufacturing more than 100,000

Candles/day. We are complying to 48 Standards including EU Standards EN:15426:
2018 and US Standards ASTM F2411-19 and to the regulations laid down by National

Candle Association, (NCA), United States. 
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Containers & Jars

We have more than 650+ Designs to choose from with respect to Jars, The
MOQ starts with as low as 100 pieces. 

Glass Jars

AAS-GJ-T-WL-001 AAS-GJ-T-AL-002 AAS-GJ-T-AL-003

AAS-GJ-F-WL-004 AAS-GJ-T-WL-005 AAS-GJ-F-AL-002

All items are available in different sizes and colors. With lid or without lid options and are customizable as per requirements.
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Ceramic Jars

AAS-CJ-C-WL-007

AAS-CJ-C-WL-011AAS-CJ-C-NL-010

AAS-CJ-C-NL-009AAS-CJ-C-WL-008

AAS-CJ-C-NL-012

AAS-CJ-C-NL-013 AAS-CJ-C-WL-014 AAS-CJ-C-WL-015

All items are available in different sizes and colors. With lid or without lid options and are customizable as per requirements.
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Candle Wax

SOY WAX

BEESWAX

PARRAFIN WAX

 Soy wax is a natural wax that is made from soybeans. It is a
popular choice because it is vegan, non-toxic, biodegradable,

and has a clean burn. Soy wax also has a good scent throw. 

Beeswax is another natural wax that is made by honey bees.
It is the oldest type of candle wax, and is known for its long

burn time and sweet, honey-like scent. Beeswax candles are
also non-toxic, biodegradable and produce very little soot. 

Paraffin wax is the most widely used type of candle wax, and is
also the most affordable. It is a petroleum-based wax, and is

known for its strong scent throw and ability to hold color well. 

We use 100% authentic wax procured from best of the resources. We also offer Coconut Wax option. Wax test
reports and authenticity certificate is provided before every dispatch. 
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Wicks

Candle wicks are an important part of any candle, and the type of wick you choose can make a big
difference in how your candle burns. There are many different types of candle wicks available, each with

its own unique properties.. Various factors like Candle Size & Shape, Fragrance & Wax type determines the
type of Wicks to be used. We majorly use 3 options for Wicks

BRAIDED WICKS

The most common type of candle wick is the
braided wick. These wicks are made from natural
fibers, such as cotton or linen, and are braided

together to form a strong and sturdy wick. Braided
wicks are known for their consistent burn and
ability to handle a variety of different waxes.

CORED WICKS

Cored wicks have a core material in the center,
which helps to keep the wick straight and upright
while burning. Cored wicks are often used in
container candles, as they help to prevent the
wax from pooling around the base of the wick.

Wooden wicks are a newer type of candle wick that has
become increasingly popular in recent years. Wooden

wicks are made from natural wood, and they produce a
crackling sound as they burn. Wooden wicks are often

used in scented candles, as they can help to diffuse the
fragrance more effectively.

WOODEN WICKS
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V A N I L L A
AAS-SC-BW-GJ-001/60

Vanilla is a classic scent that is always popular. It is warm, comforting, and versatile.
Vanilla candles can be used in anywhere and they aesthetically pair well with different

décor styles

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-001

Container Glass Jar (Plane)

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 7 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Mild
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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W O O D Y
AAS-SC-BW-GJ-002

Woody scented candles are a popular choice for those who want to add a touch of
sophistication and elegance to their home. They are often described as being warm,
grounding, and inviting. It's a perfect blend of Sandalwood, Cedarwood & Oakmoss

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-002

Container Glass Jar (Tinted) with Wooden Lid

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 5 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Strong
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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E U C A L Y P T U S
AAS-SC-BW-GJ-003

Eucalyptus is a refreshing and invigorating scent that is perfect for clearing the air and
creating a sense of alertness. It is often used in offices or other workspaces

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-003

Container Glass Jar (Tinted) 

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 8 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Mild
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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G O U R M A N D

AAS-SC-BW-GJ-004

Gourmand scents are sweet and decadent. They are a great way to create a cozy and
inviting atmosphere. It has a dusky fragrance which represents power. Infused with

Vanilla, Chocolate, Caramel & Pumpkin Spice

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-004

Container Glass Jar (Tinted) with Wooden Lid

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 5 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Strong & Soothing
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on request with
demanded branding
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L A V E N D E R

AAS-SC-BW-GJ-005

Lavender is another popular choice for scented candles. It is known for its calming
and relaxing properties. Lavender candles are often used in bedrooms and meditation

spaces

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-CJ-003

Container Ceramic Jar 

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 6 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Sweet
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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O C E A N

AAS-SC-BW-GJ-006

Ocean scents are calming and refreshing. They are a great way to create a sense of
peace and tranquility. The oils blended in this fragrance gives you an experience of

fresh air of Sea breeze. Infused with essence of Sea Salt, Driftwood & Seaweed

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-006

Container Glass Jar (Clear)

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 5 Oz

Burning Hours 25 Hours

Fragrance Strong
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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H E R B A L

AAS-SC-BW-GJ-007

Herbal scents are earthy and refreshing. They are a great way to create a sense of
calm and well-being. We use a perfect and balanced blend of Lavender, Chamomile &

Rosemary.

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-CJ-007

Container Glass Jar (Tinted) with Wooden Lid

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 7 Oz

Burning Hours 30 Hours

Fragrance Strong
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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C I T R U S

AAS-SC-BW-GJ-008

Citrus scents are refreshing and invigorating. They are a great way to wake up in the
morning or to add a touch of brightness to a room. 

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-008

Container Glass Jar (Clear)

Wax Soy Wax 

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 5 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Strong
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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P E P P E R M I N T

AAS-SC-BW-GJ-009

Peppermint is a stimulating and energizing scent that is perfect for waking up in the
morning or for a pick-me-up during the day. It is often used in bathrooms and kitchens

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-CJ-009

Container Glass Jar (Tinted) with Wooden Lid

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 8 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Strong
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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R A I N
AAS-SC-BW-GJ-010

Rain scents are also calming and refreshing. They can help to create a sense of peace
and relaxation. It reminds you of the first rain of the reason, creating an essence that
is cherished by everyone. Blended with essence carefully crafted to provide you an

impeccable experience

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-GJ-010

Container Glass Jar (Clear) with Glass Lid

Wax Soy Wax 

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 12 Oz

Burning Hours 60 Hours

Fragrance Mild
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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F L O R A L
AAS-SC-BW-GJ-011

Floral scents are natural and elegant. They are a great way to add a touch of luxury to
a room. It's infused with 100% natural essential fragrance extracted from Rose,

Jasmine, Lanvender & Lily of the Valley

Product Code  AAS-SC-BW-CJ-011

Container Glass Jar (Clear) with Wooden Lid

Wax Soy Wax

Wick Braided Wick

Weight 8 Oz

Burning Hours 40 Hours

Fragrance Strong
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All Fragrances are available with customized Wax concentration and sizes. Sample available on
request with demanded branding
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OTHER CANLDES

Pillar Candles

AAS-PC-BW-P-012 AAS-PC-BW-P-013 AAS-PC-BW-P-014

AAS-PC-BW-P-015 AAS-PC-BW-P-016 AAS-PC-BW-P-017

All items are available with different colors for base, wax and can be customized as per requirement. Available in
different custom packing.
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Votive & Tin

Candles

AAS-VC-BW-P-018 AAS-VC-BW-P-019 AAS-VC-BW-P-020

AAS-TC-BW-P-021 AAS-TC-BW-P-022 AAS-TC-BW-P-023

All items are available with different colors for base, wax  and can be customized as per requirement. Available in
different custom packing.
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COMPLIANCE & CERTIFICATIONS

Compliance for USA

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Standards

Fair Packaging & Labeling Act (FPLA)

ASTM F2411-19 Standard

Flammable Fabrics & Flammable Fabric Products: CPSC 16 CFR Part 1633

National Candle Association (NCA)

Compliance for Europe

EN 15426 : 2018, EN 15493:2019, EN 15494:2019, EN 17616:2022

EN 17617: 2022 

REACH & CLP Regulated
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PACKAGING & LABELLING 

We at Alchemy understands Candle packaging is important for a number of reasons. First, it protects the candles
from damage during shipping and handling. Second, it provides a way to display the candles and make them more

appealing to potential customers. Third, it can be used to convey information about the candles, such as their
scent, burn time, and ingredients.

Alchemy is into contract manufacturing and we provide white labelling to our customers. We have a team of
designers who can design the labels of your brand and provide numerous options including Laser Printing, Neutral

Labelling, Sticker Printing, Labelled Boxes and Packaging Accessories to provide you one stop solution. 

This helps our customers to directly sell the products to the consumers without any packaging burden. 
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International Clientele

Channel Partners
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Head Office           Invento, 2nd Floor, Plot No. 8,  
                                  Parmanand Colony, Sector 12B, 
                                  Dwarka, New Delhi - 110077, India
           
           Phone:         +91 - 962 567 7800
           
           Email            info@alchemyartstudio.in

           Website      www.alchemyartstudio.in

    

Address & Contact Information

Social
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